
Amanda Gorman, the young poet
who delivered a captivating per-
formance at President Joe Biden’s

inauguration, opened the Super Bowl on
Sunday with a new work celebrating
essential workers, while The Weeknd
performed a pandemic-era halftime show
to headline one of pop’s most visible

gigs. The Canadian star opened with his
hits “Starboy” and “The Hills,” wearing a
sparkling red jacket and deploying selfie-
esque camera work fit for the age of
Covid-19.

When the artist born Abel Tesfaye
broke into “I Can’t Feel My Face,” he felt
his way through a narrow mirrored hall-
way, clamoring among a group of back-
up performers with bandaged faces, one

of his signature looks. On a stage set
against a Vegas-esque skyline, The
Weeknd included strings for “Earned It”
after performing “I Feel It Coming” and
“Save Your Tears.” He and his dancers
stormed the field for “House of Balloons”-
which samples the British rockers
Siouxsie and the Banshees, offering a
rare post-punk Super Bowl appearance-
taking up the space normally occupied
by hundreds of dancing fans who were
unable to attend due to coronavirus
restrictions.

He closed with “Blinding Lights”-his
2019 Day-Glo smash that now harkens
back to the pre-pandemic era of club
nights. It was the NFL’s second halftime
show production partnership with hip
hop mogul Jay-Z’s Roc Nation, which
was tapped in 2019 to steer the coveted
musical performances in a move the
league marketed as a step for social jus-
tice. The Weeknd has vocally supported
the Black Lives Matter movement, and
also donated $200,000 to Kaepernick’s
legal defense initiative after George
Floyd, a Black man, was killed in police
custody this past summer.

‘Feat for art’ 
Gorman, meanwhile, became the first-

ever poet to perform at the National
Football League championship,
America’s most-watched broadcast of
the year. In a pre-taped performance,
the 22-year-old delivered her poem
“Chorus of the Captains,” paying hom-
age to three people declared honorary
captains in the night’s coin toss: an edu-
cator, an intensive care nurse and a US

Marine Corps veteran. “They’ve taken the
lead / Exceeding all expectations and
limitations / Uplifting their communities
and neighbors / As leaders, healers and
educators,” she said.

Gorman became an international sen-
sation after reciting her original work
“The Hill We Climb” at the inaugural cer-
emony, a poem inspired by the attack on
the US Capitol that declared democracy
“can never be permanently defeated.”
The performance saw her work soar to
the top of bestseller lists even before
their publication, and IMG Models
signed her for fashion and beauty cam-
paigns.

The Super Bowl is among the world’s

largest stages, with at least 80 million
viewers, meaning Gorman’s work will
reach an even wider audience than
Biden’s inauguration that saw some 40
million tune in. “Poetry at the Super Bowl
is a feat for art & our country, because it
means we’re thinking imaginatively about
human connection even when we feel
siloed,” Gorman tweeted ahead of her
performance. “I also can’t reiterate how
exciting it is for me that others are excit-
ed to see poetry at a football game. What
a time to be alive.”

Originally from Los Angeles and
raised by a single mother, Gorman had a
speech impediment as a child-like the
46th president-and turned to writing. In

her latest public poetry performance,
Gorman called the work of nurses an
example that “even in tragedy, hope is
possible.” “For while we honor them
today / It is they who every day honor
us.” Sunday night’s championship game
saw the Buccaneers of Tampa Bay,
where the event of the season was host-
ed, defeat the Kansas City Chiefs. Prior
to Gorman’s performance, the enigmatic
R&B artist H.E.R. sang an electrified ver-
sion of “America The Beautiful,” and
Jazmine Sullivan joined country singer
Eric Church for a duet of the US national
anthem. — AFP
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In this file photo National youth poet laureate
Amanda Gorman recites during the inaugura-
tion of Joe Biden as the 46th US President at
the US Capitol in Washington, DC. 

Pictures show The Weeknd performs during the Pepsi Super Bowl LV Halftime Show at Raymond James Stadium in Tampa, Florida. — AFP photos

Giuseppe Rotunno, cinematographer
to Federico Fellini, Luchino Visconti
and Sydney Pollack and Oscar

nominee for Bob Fosse’s “All That Jazz”,
has died, Italian media reported Sunday.
He was 97. Nicknamed “Peppino”, the
Rome native began his cinema career
aged 20, tapped by Roberto Rossellini for
the 1943 war film “L’Uomo dalla Croce”
(The Man with a Cross).

Rotunno went on to work with Italy’s
greatest directors including Fellini, for
whom he was director of photography for
eight films including “Casanova” (1976)
and “Satyricon” (1969). Abroad, he
worked with Pollack in “Sabrina” as well
as John Huston (“The Bible”) and Terry
Gilliam (“The Adventures of Baron
Munchausen”). He was nominated for an
Oscar and won a Bafta Award in 1980 for
“All That Jazz”.— AFP 

Anya Taylor-Joy has an idea for a
second series of ‘The Queen’s
Gambit’. The 24-year-old actress

insisted there was “never” any discus-
sion about the Netflix series - in which
she portrayed chess prodigy Beth
Harmon - running for more than one
season but following a huge demand
from fans for more episodes, she has
hinted it’s now a possibility. She told
Deadline: “It’s so surreal and very won-
derful that people want a second sea-
son, because we never thought about it,
there was no discussion about it. “That
said, never say ‘never’ in Hollywood. “It
would be very interesting to see how
Beth would be as a mother, now that
she’s sober and more cognisant of the
demons that pull her down.” Anya has
previously admitted she “adored” play-
ing Beth and would return if she was
asked to, though she felt that was
unlikely because the end of the limited

series had been so satisfying. She said
last year: “I adore the character, and I
would certainly come back if I was
asked to. “I do think we leave Beth in a
good place. I think the rest of her life will
surely be an adventure as well, but in
the quest that she goes on in this to find
some form of peace, just some form of
being able to be happy with who she
is.” And executive producer William
Horberg previously insisted there are no
plans for a sequel because everyone
was so pleased with how the show -
which was based on Walter Tevis’ 1983
novel of the same name - ended. He
said: “The last scene feels like a beauti-
ful note to end the show on, so I’m not
sure if we want to go on. Maybe we can
just let the audience imagine what
comes next.”

Michael B. Jordan, Timothee
Chalamet, and Bruce Springsteen
were among the stars of the most-

watched Pepsi Super Bowl LV advertise-
ments on YouTube. The annual
American football extravaganza took
place on Sunday, where companies
often splash out on hiring A-List stars for
the commercials that are shown during
the match. And this year was no differ-
ent, with the likes of Michael, Timothee,
and Bruce being joined in big-budget
ads by the likes of Cardi B, Matthew
McConaughey, and Winona Ryder.
Following the Super Bowl, the commer-
cials were posted to YouTube, and on
Sunday night, Google released data
about the Top 10 most viewed ads glob-
ally on its video platform, which show the
A-List stars dominating the list.
According to Google, the most-watched
ad on Gameday was for Amazon’s virtual
assistant Alexa, which starred ‘Black
Panther’ actor Michael B. Jordan as the
“ideal body” for the talking tech. In sec-
ond place was a commercial for car
manufacturer Jeep, who employed
Bruce Springsteen in an ode to unity,
healing the divide, and common
American ideals. And completing the top
three was fellow car dealer Cadillac, who
created a ‘Edward Scissorhands’-
themed advert starring Timothee

Chalamet and Winona Ryder, in which
Timothee plays ‘Edgar’ Scissorhands, a
clumsy man who discovers the joys of
hands-free cruise control. Other adverts
in the list include Uber Eats - who
employed ‘Wayne’s World’ duo Mike
Myers and Dana Carvey, as well as
Cardi B - and Anheuser-Busch, whose
commercial was directed by David
Fincher. Meanwhile, the trailer for
upcoming Marvel movie ‘The Falcon and

The Winter Soldier’ also made the list, as
did a trailer for ‘Coming 2 America’,
which will be shown on Amazon Prime
Video. According to Google, viewership
of Super Bowl ads on YouTube during
the game rose over 70 percent on TV
screens from last year, whilst the
YouTube channel for half-time show
headliner The Weeknd peaked at over
1.6 million views per hour.

Cyrus breaks
down in tears at 
Super Bowl TikTok
tailgate gig

Miley Cyrus broke down in tears
during her performance of
‘Wrecking Ball’ at the Super Bowl

LV TikTok Tailgate concert. The ‘Midnight
Sky’ hitmaker - who split from ex-hus-
band Liam Hemsworth in August 2019,
after just eight months of marriage - had
to pause before continuing the 2013 hit
during the gig on Sunday afternoon
ahead of the Pepsi Super Bowl LV
Halftime Show. Miley’s voice cracked as
she sang the line: “Don’t you ever think, I
just walked away, I will always want you.”
She attempted to pick up the chorus
with, “I came in...”, before telling the
audience why she was struggling to per-
form the track. The song was penned
about the end of a relationship and Miley

admitted to the crowd at the pre-game
show in Tampa, Florida, that she wears
her “heart on [her] sleeve” and it “gets
broken a lot”. Wiping away her tears, she
said: “Singing that song, ‘Wrecking Ball’,
about feeling completely broken and
shattered ... everyone’s suffering is differ-
ent, even everyone’s threshold of pain. “I
wear a lot of glitter and I wear a lot of
armor, and I also wear my heart on my
sleeve, and it gets broken a lot.”
Elsewhere, the 28-year-old megastar
honored her godmother Dolly Parton with
a cover of ‘Jolene’ and was joined on
stage by Billy Idol and Joan Jett during
her performance for frontline healthcare
workers at the Raymond James Stadium.
Billy joined Miley on a rendition of their
punk rock duet ‘Night Crawling’ from
Miley’s recent LP ‘Plastic Hearts’ and his
own hit ‘White Wedding’. Joan and Miley
performed their track ‘Bad Karma’ from
the 2020 album, while the former sang
her songs ‘Bad Reputation’ and ‘I Hate
Myself For Loving You’. Miley - who
rocked a cheerleading outfit with ‘FTW’
emblazoned across her top - wrapped
her slot with a rendition of ‘The Climb’.

Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton
poked fun at their relationship in
a new commercial for T-Mobile.

The engaged couple were joined by
their friend and former ‘Voice’ coach
Adam Levine in the ad, which aired dur-
ing a Super Bowl commercial break on
Sunday.The promo was set “a few years
ago” with Gwen 51, FaceTiming Adam
to discuss how she is ready to “start
dating again”. She told the Maroon 5
singer: “I’m sick of L.A. guys. I want
someone completely different. “Maybe
someone from another country and
someone cultured and sensitive and
who is not threatened by a strong, confi-
dent woman.” Unfortunately, Adam’s
patchy mobile signal meant he just
heard: “I want someone completely
country, uncultured and threatened by a
strong confident woman.” Blake, 44,
then appeared at Adam’s table to
scream about “winks and nachos”,
prompting the ‘Moves Like Jagger’ hit-
maker to tell Gwen on the call: “I have
your guy.” The ad then jumped to the
couple’s fictitious first date, where they
were surprised to see one another.
Gwen said: “Blake? Um. Hilarious, right?
I mean, no? Are you wearing spurs? Did
you ride a horse here?” A T-Mobile
voiceover then cut in to quip: “Don’t
trust your love life to just any network.”

The ad ended when Blake - who has
been dating Gwen for more than five
years - asked Gwen if he could give her
a ride home. The Super Bowl broadcast
is famously packed with star-studded
adverts, and Gwen and Blake weren’t
the only couple to make a commercial
together. Ashton Kutcher and Mila Kunis
teamed up with Shaggy for a Cheetos
promo which saw the ‘Black Swan’
actress hiding around the house to eat
her husband’s Cheetos Crunch Pop Mix
- but her orange-dusted fingers and
mouth rendered her musical denials of
‘It Wasn’t Me’ unconvincing.

—Bang Showbiz
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